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In order to examine the functional roles of visual neu-
rons in the retina and the cortex, responses of neurons
to visual stimuli have been investigated physiologically,
and discussions have been made using models derived
from the physiological experiments. However, these dis-
cussions do not necessarily applicable to the case of
highly complex visual environments wherein actual bio-
logical vision systems operate since they are based on
the responses of a limited number of neurons to simple
visual stimuli. In order to examine and discuss the func-
tional roles of the neurons, a system that can emulate
the responses of a group of model neurons in real time
is required.
Thus far, a high-speed neural computation emulator
with transient response has been developed mainly for
engineering applications [1]. In this study, we have
developed a system for the real-time reconstruction of
neural activities with physiologically reasonable spatio-
temporal properties using an analog-digital hybrid sys-
tem comprised of analog resistive networks, field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGA), and a digital compu-
ter. The system reconstructs activities of 128 x 128
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Figure 1 A. Appearance of the system comprised of two retina emulators, a cortex emulator, and a digital computer. B. Sustained response. C.
Transient response. D. Sustained response with spike representation. E. Transient response with spike representation.
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mary visual cortex at 200 frames per second.
The system consists of two retina emulators, a cortex
emulator, and a digital computer (Fig.1(A)). The retina
emulator emulates both the sustained and transient
responses (Fig.1(B)1(C)), and their spike representations
(Fig.1(D)1(E)). A part of detailed operation of the retina
emulator is written in [2]. The cortex emulator receives
spike signals from two retina emulators and emulates
responses of cortex neurons including the simple and
complex cells.
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